
Materials List & Instructions

Materials

Floral wire - five 18 gauge
Metallic paper - Rose Quartz, Lime Satin
Copic markers - RV14, RV19, YG25, 0
Scotch tape
Green floral tape
Permanent spray mount
Smooth finish
Piece of foam 2” x 8” or larger

Tools

Scissors
Low-temp hot glue gun
Foam carving tools
Popsicle stick

Paper Philodendron Flower

Instructions

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Using scissors cut out the paper according to template notes.

3. Color the outer edge of the green petal with the green marker and blend it in   
 towards the center.

4.  Color the side of the pink petal then will be facing in with the pink markers,   
 color it darkest at the base and gradually lighter towards the top.

5. Line up the cut outs at the base of the two petals and glue them together   
 using spray mount.

6. Using the edge of the scissors curl the petal inward with the green side facing  
 out.

7. Carve the foam cone into an elongated cylinder with rounded ends about 7”   
 in length.

8. Using the popsicle stick spread the smooth finish over the foam, let the first  
 layer dry. Continue adding two to three coats until it is smooth.

9. Wrap the petal around the spadix and glue into place using the hot glue gun.   
 Leave one to two inches of foam below the petal. 

10.  Group 5 wires together and stick them into the bottom of the foam to form   
 the stem.

11. Wrap the wires with scotch tape.

12. Starting at the base of the flower wrap the foam and wire with floral tape.
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